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Abstract
A wearable millimetre-wave radar antenna operating in 24.05–24.25 GHz for imaging applications in collision avoidance

to assist visually impaired people is presented. Non-uniform excitation for the series end-fed 1 9 10 array antenna is

optimized in simulation achieving a modified Dolph–Chebyshev distribution, which provides improved performance in

terms of beam width, Side-lobe level and Gain. Commercial RO3003 and eco-friendly polypropylene (PP) are considered

as substrates for comparison purposes, being the PP electromagnetically characterized for the first time at such high

frequencies. Consistent agreement between simulation and measurement results is achieved for antenna prototypes on both

dielectrics. The impedance matching bandwidth is analysed for the antenna on PP also under bent conditions. The overall

size of the compact, low-cost, eco-friendly and flexible antenna on PP is 98.68 9 14.4 9 0.52 mm3 and, according to

literature survey, it overcomes the state of the art on wearable radar antennas at 24 GHz.
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1 Introduction

The main resource for assisting blind people has been the

white cane, sometimes supplemented by the guide dog,

which has to be trained specifically for this purpose. How-

ever, these methods do not provide full autonomy [1, 2], as

they do not protect the upper body from collisions. This is

why a number of electronic travel aid (ETA) systems have

emerged in recent years. Although ultrasonic sensing sys-

tems have been widely used because of their low cost [3],

they nevertheless have difficulties in detecting smooth sur-

faces as well as narrow openings (e.g., half-open doors or

windows), due to their broad radiation pattern [4, 5]. Systems

based on infrared sensors have the drawback of requiring

direct visibility between the sensors [6]. In addition, systems

based on Near-Field communications (NFC) are accurate

only in very short distances [6]. Optical technologies (e.g.,

cameras) have also been postulated as ETAS, but they are

very sensitive to natural light which limits their resolution

and are inoperative in low visibility conditions (e.g., due to

fog) [7]. Therefore, the proposed systems are not sufficient to

provide safe mobility, given their limitations in scope or

accuracy, and even in cost. Sometimes a combination of

technologies has been encouraged [5, 8], resulting in com-

plex and/or more expensive systems. It is also important to

mention that ETA systems must be light, comfortable and

compact, to facilitate their continued daily use, and that it is

essential that the cost of the complete system be affordable.

In the absence of a robust technology for ETA application,

the mmWave radar-based systems have been developed in

recent years, due to the advantages of this technology in

terms of scope, accuracy, and operation capacity in all

environmental conditions. In [9], for example, a

portable vector network analyzer (VNA) is used for testing

the detection either indoor or outdoor scenarios. The system

was able to detect more than one obstacle. A frequency-

modulated continuous wave radar-based system operating at

the center frequency of 80 GHz and situated at the head of a

blind person is presented in [10]. This sensor scans the sur-

rounding of the user and detects the position of obstacles up

to 5 m. Furthermore, the use of natural movement to create a

synthetic aperture and, therefore, improving the resolution

has also been proposed in [11, 12]

In collision avoidance applications, the radar detects the

range and speed of objects near the person or the vehicle

whose integrity is to be protected. The radar consists of a

transceiver. The transmitter emits radio waves that knock

the body of the object or target and spring back to the

receiver, being used to determine the speed, distance, and

direction of the object [13, 14].

The antenna of the radar has a great impact on its per-

formance [15]. When illuminating the whole scenario at a

time at a short distance, a wide beam is preferable for simple

detection. The angular determination of the target is however

determined by the directivity of the antenna [16]. By mea-

suring the direction in which the antenna is pointing when the

echo is received, both the azimuth and elevation angles from

the radar to the object or target can be determined. The

accuracy of angular measurement is determined by the

directivity, which is a function of the antenna size. Thus,

depending on the envisioned application a trade-off solution

between coverage area and range has to be adopted [15].

Radar units usually work with very high frequencies

since they enable high resolution (the smaller the wave-

length, the smaller the detectable objects) and more com-

pact sizes (the higher the frequency, the smaller the

antenna size at the same gain). For example, 24 GHz radars

have been used for industrial control, pedestrian recogni-

tion [17], security and biomedical applications [18].

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute

(ETSI) has a temporary standard [19] from 24.05 to 24.25 GHz

for Short Range Radar (SRR). Besides, the 24.125 GHz

Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) license free band also

ranges from 24.05 to 24.25 GHz. Moreover, both the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) and ETSI have a license

free Ultra WideBand (UWB) frequency band in this range

(between 22–29 GHz in the US and 22.65–25.65 GHz in

Europe), which can also be used for collision avoidance radar

applications. The 77 GHz band, on the other hand, is intended

to applications that require long range, such as automotive

cruise control [20, 21]. It should not be overlooked that it has

technological disadvantages compared to the 24 GHz band, in

terms of manufacturing impairments, even using conventional

dielectrics [20]. Therefore, aiming at exploring the use of new

materials in mm-wave frequencies, it does not seem to be the

suitable choice.

For the intended application of a collision avoidance

system devoted to assist visually impaired people, at a

medium distance, it is required to achieve an antenna with

a narrow beam and low side-lobe level (SLL). In addition,

the antenna should be compact, lightweight and comfort-

able to wear, in order to provide safety in the mobility of

the system users without detriment to their comfort, thus

improving the quality of life of the target users.
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Antenna arrays provide higher gain and directivity than

individual antennas [22, 23]. Furthermore, a common tech-

nique to suppress the side-lobe level and improve the direc-

tivity in such arrays is non-uniform excitation [24]. Analytical

methods for sum patterns such as Chebyshev or Taylor

polynomials are widely used for uniformly spaced linear

arrays with isotropic elements. To achieve equal leveled side

lobes, Dolph originally introduced Chebyshev polynomials

for the excitation of isotropic antenna arrays [25]. Previous

literature contributions have outlined the design procedure of

purely Dolph–Chebyshev (DC) based arrays [26–30] with

optimal compromise between side lobe level (SLL) and main

lobe width. The DC patterns exhibit many advantages such as

controlled SLL or trade-off between SLL and number of

elements. However, either beam width or SLL can be used as a

design parameter, not both. Therefore, optimized modifica-

tions of the aforementioned DC synthesis are of high interest.

Depending on the intended application for the radar system,

the geometric parameters of the antenna should be optimized

in simulation, through parametric analysis, to meet the

impedance matching band requirements and radiation prop-

erties for optimal operation.

Nowadays there is a growing interest in communication

systems with a reduced ecological footprint. Furthermore,

antennas for wearable systems or those to be integrated into

devices should be light, flexible, ergonomic and low cost.

From these premises comes the interest in using materials such

as Polypropylene (PP), which in addition, has not been used in

frequencies as high as millimetre wave band and it is unknown

how the material behaves regarding its possibilities of use for

the manufacture of antennas. Therefore, electromagnetic

characterization in such a band is essential and constitutes a

challenge. It is also a great achievement to manufacture

antennas using such unconventional materials, even more so

considering the reduced dimensions of the resulting designs.

In this contribution, a wearable array antenna optimized

to be used in a 24 GHz radar system for collision avoid-

ance system is presented. Such system is applicable, for

example, to increase the safety of blind people. Sustainable

and flexible polypropylene (PP) is used for the first time as

a dielectric substrate for an antenna at millimetre wave

frequencies. This adds to the designed antenna not only

ergonomic and flexibility advantages, but also contributes

to reducing manufacturing costs and contributes to a

Fig. 1 Flowchart describing the steps followed in the research
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circular economy, thereby reducing the ecological footprint

of the system.

In accordance with the flowchart describing the steps

followed in the research and shown in Fig. 1, the rest of the

manuscript is organized as follows: first, the dielectric

substrates considered for the design of the antenna are

presented. Then the electromagnetic characterization of the

polypropylene (PP) at the intended millimeter wave fre-

quency is addressed. Next, the design of the optimized

array antenna is conducted on both conventional RO3003

and PP for comparison. Prototypes of the antenna on both

dielectrics are fabricated and characterized in terms of

impedance matching and radiation properties. Moreover,

the impedance matching of antenna on PP is measured

under bent conditions. Then comparison with the state of

the art is conducted to support the advantages of the pre-

sented antenna on PP. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

2 Dielectric substrates for the design
of the antenna

Two substrates are considered for the design of the

antenna: commercial substrate Rogers’ RO3003, which is

widely used in electronics, and polypropylene (PP), not

conventionally used as an electronics substrate and even

less at millimetre wave frequencies.

RO3003 [31] exhibits certain degree of conformability and

softness so that it can be used in wearable devices. It is exten-

sively used for Microwave and RF electronics due to its good

electrical and mechanical properties, along with a competitive

price. Its composition, consisting of ceramic-filled PTFE

(Teflon) composites, endows it with advantageous properties:

very stable relative dielectric permittivity with temperature,

er = 3.0, and very low loss tangent, tan d = 0.0013. However,

although its process is free of heavy metals and therefore com-

pliant with Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) regu-

lation [32], like many other commercial substrates, it cannot be

considered eco-friendly, precisely because it is based on PTFE.

Polypropylene (PP) is extensively used in food packaging,

medical and automotive applications, among others, because

of its flexibility, lightness, resistant to fatigue and environ-

mental benefits [33]. It is a recyclable thermoplastic polymer

aligned with the circular economy principles and it does not

release as many toxins and CO as other plastics such as PVC,

PET and PS. It can be recycled multiple times [34–36].

The pioneering use of PP for antennas in the 2.4 GHz

band [37] for wireless communications (such as WIFI,

ZigBee, bluethood, RFID, and others) has been successfully

followed by several authors for applications in microwave

bands [38–43]. However, its use at higher frequencies, such

as mm-wave frequencies is a great challenge, since at high

frequencies the dimensions of the antennas are reduced, it is

necessary to optimize the manufacturing procedures (even

more so on a material that is not used for that purpose) and the

behaviour of the material from the point of view of its

electromagnetic properties is unknown (which totally con-

ditions the result from the design stage, since the data must be

entered into the electromagnetic simulation software). At

high frequencies, a small variation in the dimensions of the

antenna can shift the operating band considerably, rendering

the resulting antenna useless.

3 Electromagnetic characterization
of the polypropylene at millimetre wave
frequencies

The first step when approaching the design of an antenna,

on a dielectric substrate that has not been used in a certain

frequency band before and that in addition is not a com-

mercial material used for this purpose, is to carry out the

electromagnetic characterization of the dielectric, in the

band of interest for the operation of the antenna, with

suitable methods. If the electromagnetic characterization of

the dielectric is not accurate, this will result in significant

mismatches in the behavior of the antenna once manufac-

tured with respect to that expected from its simulation-

based design. Thus, variations in the value of the relative

dielectric permittivity er will cause shifts in the antenna

operating band, while variations in the loss tangent tan d
will influence the impedance matching of the antenna and

its radiation parameters.

The vast majority of commercial dielectrics for antenna

design are characterized at frequencies of 1 GHz or, at

most, 10 GHz. Of course, for general-purpose circuitry,

data in the MHz range is also usually provided. Therefore,

it is not surprising that 10 GHz split cylinder resonant

cavities are available to carry out a very precise but nar-

row-band characterization [44]. This method is intended

for rigid substrates [45, 46]. Measurements can be made at

higher frequencies, using higher cavity modes at the cost of

losing precision in the results. There are also coaxial probe-

based broadband characterization methods that are slightly

less accurate, but can be used more easily for materials that

are not rigid [47]. The use of devices based on suspended
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microstrip lines and split-post dielectric resonators for

certain frequency ranges has also proven useful in several

works, although they are designed for specific sample

thicknesses, which greatly limits their use [48]. Free space

methods are broadband and probed useful to characterize

the materials [49] but do not include the effects derived

from fabrication, which are key to avoid frequency shifts in

the operation band of the prototypes compared to the

simulation results.

Other authors have provided characterization methods

based on microstrip lines [50, 51] and different types of

resonators (rings, stubs in open circuit and others) [52–54]

that have the advantages of being specifically designed for

the frequency band of interest, and that they are imple-

mented directly on the dielectric under study, with the

same manufacturing technique as the antenna (thereby

incorporating possible tolerances which, with another

method, would have to be dealt with later). The charac-

terization is carried out by finding the necessary relative

dielectric permittivity and loss tangent values, in simula-

tion, so that the results conform to those obtained in

measurement for identical structures (microstrip lines and

resonator).

In this work, both measurements with a 10 GHz reso-

nant cavity (see Fig. 2(a)), also with higher modes in the

band around 24 GHz, as well as the method based on

microstrip lines and on resonant stub in open circuit in such

band, are used to obtain a characterization of the

polypropylene (PP) that is as accurate as possible for the

purpose of this work: designing an array-type antenna with

microstrip feeding.

Several measurements were conducted using higher

order modes of the split cylinder resonant cavity [44]

(Keysight Technologies 85072A) around 24 GHz (more

specifically at 25 GHz) for a sample with thickness

h = 0.52 mm and then statistical treatment of the retrieved

data was carried out. The resulting relative dielectric per-

mittivity and loss tangent are respectively: er = 2.42 and

tan d = 0.002. These values should be considered as a first

step in the characterization. The fabricator of the resonant

cavity recommends using samples in the 0.1–3 mm range,

and typically 1 mm [44]. The smaller the thickness of the

sample, the lesser disturbance it causes in the reference

resonance frequency and the higher the inaccuracy, since

the disturbance is the base of the characterization method.

The estimated value obtained with the split cylinder

resonant cavity was used as a starting point of the micro-

strip based method [52], which refines the characterization

and includes potential over-etching and under-etching

effects that occurs in the fabrication of the antenna. Two

microstrip lines of identical characteristic impedance are

required: a simple line and a line with a kg/4 stub (T-

resonator) at the intended characterization frequency. Both

lines are fabricated and subsequently their S21 parameter is

simulated using HFSS, tuning er and tand in the simulation

to match the measurement results obtained with a vector

network analyser (see Fig. 2(c). It is important to indicate

that, since at millimeter frequencies a kg/4 stub is very

short (and there would be a high coupling with the line

itself), it is better for practical purposes to use sizes 3 kg/4

and/or 5 kg/4 and consider the corresponding resonance.

Tests were performed with both lengths. Figure 2(c) shows

Fig. 2 Electromagnetic

characterization of the PP at

about 24 GHz: a split-cylinder

resonator; b microstrip line and

T-resonator samples;

c measurement set-up for the

S-parameters
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the result obtained in the measurement for 3 kg/4. In

addition, the width of the microstrip line used is 2.5 mm,

which does not correspond exactly to an impedance of

50X, for which a certain ripple can be seen in the mea-

surement. This is not an obstacle to the method as long as

identical dimensions are used in the simulation to retrieve

the values. As a result of carrying out this method er = 2.2

and tan d = 0.002 were obtained at 24.6 GHz.

Moreover, a simple microstrip-fed patch antenna at

24.15 GHz (central value of the intended frequency band)

was designed and tested using the later retrieved values.

Measurement results of the S11 agreed very well with the

simulation ones, so that it can be considered that those

values are the proper ones to be considered for design at

this frequency range.

4 Design of the array antenna

Series feeding, consisting of a continuous transmission line

through which a proportion of energy is progressively cou-

pled into each element of an array along the line, has been

chosen. It has advantages over the corporate feed in that its

structure is simpler, it occupies less space, and above all, it

exhibits lower losses and provides higher radiation effi-

ciency as the number of array elements increases [55]. It can

be seen as a travelling wave transmission line, where frac-

tions of power are coupled into each single element, being

the amplitude of the excitation controlled through the vari-

ation of the widths of the patches and/or feeders and the

phase by adjusting the patches spacing.

The array is composed of 10 patch elements and has

bilateral symmetry but for the feeding line (see Fig. 3). The

length of the patches (PL) is uniform and approximately

equal to half the guided wavelength at the central frequency

of the operating band (24.05–24.25 GHz). To reduce the

side-lobe level the width of the patches (PW) is tapered,

following a decreasing sequence or ratio from the initially

optimized central patches, to acquire a non-uniform excita-

tion. In the first step, the width tapering follows a purely

Dolph–Chebyshev (DC) approach. Then the coefficients of

the polynomial are modified by sweeps conducted in simu-

lation, until obtaining optimal values that provide the desired

behaviour for the antenna, both in impedance matching and

radiation pattern properties. In addition, an open-ended stub

is introduced at the last element to get a constant current

flowing through all the antenna elements and an efficient use

of transmitted power. The length of the open stub is a half

guided wavelength at the operating central frequency. The

spacing between two adjacent patch antenna elements (AG),

and thus the length of the transmission line between patches,

is identical and is about half the guided wavelength at the

central frequency of the operating band.

The total length of the array is AL, whereas the overall

PCB length and width are respectively SL and AW.

The detailed dimensions of the optimized array antenna

for RO3003 and PP substrates are shown in Table 1 and the

patch width ratio from the center patch to edge are indi-

cated in Table 2.

The S11(dB) obtained in simulation for the optimized

dimensions and power ratio is shown in Fig. 4. Very good

matching is achieved for the target frequency band

24.05–24.25 GHz for both RO3003 and PP. The specific

Fig. 3 Geometry of the series-

fed DC inspired microstrip

patch array antenna

Table 1 Dimensions of the

array antenna for different

dielectric substrates

Substrate Dimensions (mm)

SL AW AL h Wf Lf LS WS WL PW PL AG Lo Wo

RO3003 86.8 14.4 80.8 0.762 2.06 6 2 1.76 1.5 4.8 3.52 3.75 3.85 1.5

PP 98.68 14.4 92.68 0.52 1.61 6 3 1 1.3 4.8 4.15 4.22 4.2 1.3

Table 2 Power ratio from the

center patch to edge of the array

antenna

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

1 0.92 0.8 0.55 0.7
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matching bandwidth is further indicated in Table 3. The

result obtained is expected, since although RO3003 has a

slightly higher relative dielectric permittivity than PP, the

thickness is considerably higher (0.762 mm compared to

0.52 mm), so it provides greater bandwidth. In any case,

both cover the band of interest and it is not necessary to

exceed it, but try to achieve other advantages such as

lightness, flexibility, efficiency and lower cost, which are

essential for the intended application.

Fig. 5 shows the surface current distribution for the

array antenna at three different frequencies: at the center

frequency of the operating band (24.15 GHz) with the

expected distribution almost identical for all the array

patches with high current level at the center and decreasing

to the edges in the X (feeding) direction, indicating than all

of them contribute to the antenna operation, and at two

non-operating frequencies (23.3 and 25.6 GHz) which do

not match a mode of the patches and it is different from one

patch to another, depending on its position.

Regarding the radiation properties of the array antenna,

Table 4 indicates the peak realized gain (G), peak direc-

tivity (D), radiation efficiency (g) and front to back ratio

(FTBR) obtained in simulation for the center and edge

frequencies of the target band. In addition, the side-lobe

level (SLL) and half-power beam width (HPBW), for the

pattern cuts Phi = 0� and Phi = 90� at the center frequency,

are also provided. With both materials, suitable properties

Fig. 4 Reflection coefficient

results, S11 (dB), in simulation

for the antenna on RO3003 and

PP

Table 3 Frequency bands and bandwidths of the array antenna on

different substrates

Substrate Frequency band

Freq (GHz) Bandwidth

fLow fUp Total (MHz) %

RO3003 23.98 24.40 420 1.73

PP 23.99 24.27 280 1.16

Fig. 5 Surface current distribution for the array antenna on PP at 23.3,

24.15 and 25.6 GHz
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are obtained for the intended application. Especially for PP,

which shows even better performance than RO3003 in

terms of Gain, directivity, FTBR, SLL and HPBW for

Phi = 0�, and almost identical for Phi = 90�. The radiation

efficiency, which is a key parameter for wireless devices is

very high (C 85%) for both dielectrics. The FTBR is also

critical for wearables and is better for PP than for RO3003.

Furthermore, as it can be observed in Fig. 6, PP provides

lower XP level tan RO3003, especially for Phi = 90�. In

addition, PP is flexible, recyclable and its cost is much

lower than that of RO3003. Thus, PP is much more

advantageous than RO3003 for the intended application

and the modified DC distribution probes to be a good trade-

off solution to achieve the intended antenna performance.

5 Characterization of the array antenna

RO3003 was purchased metallized with copper on both

sides. The PP was metallized by fixing to both sides of the

sheet a 35 lm thick tin-copper (Sn/Cu) alloy foil that

incorporates an adhesive backing. Conventional laser

micromachining, with LPKF protolaser machine, was used

to fabricated both antennas. Feeding SMA connectors

operating up-to 26 GHz were soldered by hand (see

Fig. 7).

Simulation and measurement of the reflection coefficient

are in good agreement (see Fig. 7), especially for the PP,

and both prototypes exhibit proper impedance matching in

the target band (24.05–24.25 GHz). It has to be noted that

Fig. 6 Radiation Pattern cuts for Phi = 0� and Phi = 90� at 24.15 GHz for PP and RO3003 in simulation

Table 4 Radiation properties results obtained in simulation

Freq

(GHz)

G

(dBi)

D

(dB)

g
(%)

FTBR

(dB)

SLL (dB)

u = 0�
HPBW (�)
u = 0�

SLL (dB)

u = 90�
HPBW (�)
u = 90�

RO3003 24.05 15.5 15.8 93 26.2 - 14 11.6 - 25 61

24.15 15.5 15.6 98 23.9

24.25 15.1 15.2 98 20.6

PP 24.05 16.6 17.1 89 26.4 - 18 9.2 - 25 64

24.15 16.8 17.2 91 25.7

24.25 16.4 17.1 85 24.5
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the connector was not included in simulation and was

soldered by hand, so that disturbances can be attributed to

that fact.

Fairly good agreement is achieved between simulation

and measurement results of the radiation pattern cuts at

24.15 GHz (see Fig. 8), especially for the CP components.

HPBW level almost perfectly matches whereas the SLL

slightly worsens in measurement for Phi = 0�. The con-

nector was not considered in simulation and it was soldered

by hand. Both the cable and the connector can severely

perturb the current distribution on the small antenna, and

be responsible for the observed XP levels in measurement.

Moreover, the 3D printed polylactic Acid (PLA) based

piece used to fix the antenna for the measurement, can

cause reflections.

The peak realized gain was measured through the gain

transfer method, by inter-comparison of the array antenna

prototype (antenna under test, AUT), with a Flann Micro-

wave Standard horn 20240-25 (Probe antenna of known

characteristics). G = 13 dBi and G = 12.5 dBi were

Fig. 7 Measurement results of

the reflection coefficient, S11

(dB), for the fabricated array

antenna: a on copper plated PP

and b on copper plated RO3003,

versus the simulation results
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obtained for the PP and the RO3003 at 24.15 GHz, which

are lower than in simulation. Apart from the aforemen-

tioned effects of the cable and the connector, the gain

measurement can be disturbed by other effects [56]: mul-

tipath and reflections due to the fixing PLA structure and

other set-up elements, misalignment of AUT-probe and

impedance mismatch of antennas.

The directivity calculated using the Krauss approxi-

mation [57] considering the HPBW levels from the

radiation pattern cuts for Phi = 0� and Phi = 90�, is

D = 17.6 dB, and D = 16.5 dB using the Elliot correction

[58] for the antenna on PP. For the antenna on RO3003,

D = 17.0 dB and D = 16.0 dB are respectively obtained.

In both cases the results agree very well with the simu-

lation ones.

The S11 of the antenna on PP was measured under

bending conditions in X direction. Two foam cylinders

with radius R = 30 mm and R = 22.5 mm were used for

such purpose (see Fig. 9). The antenna behaviour under

bending conditions is quite robust, even if the impedance

matching band widens and the frequency slightly shifts

upwards, and it seems that the bending conditions should

be extreme to significantly perturb its performance in terms

of matching. Nonetheless, the antenna keeps proper

matching at the intended frequency band. Moreover, if the

antenna is arranged in the front part of clothes, it would not

suffer such degree of bending.

6 Comparison with the state of the art

The impedance matching and radiation properties of state

of the art array antennas operating at 24 GHz [59–75] are

indicated in Tables 5 and 6, as well as their dimensions and

dielectric properties. Confronted to antennas on dielectrics

with higher er and not eco-friendly, the presented antenna

on PP provides higher gain than [59, 61, 63–65] and

[68–70], being smaller in terms of area than [61] and

overcoming [68] and [70] in terms of HPBW for Phi = 0�
and Phi = 90�. It is also smaller than [60, 62, 66] and [67]

while providing the same bandwidth than [60] and [67],

covering the target 24.05–24.25 GHz band. Furthermore, it

provides almost identical bandwidth and radiation proper-

ties than a commercial antenna [67] much larger, thicker,

heavy, expensive and not suitable for wearable

applications.

As for designs on dielectrics with er closer to the PP one,

the proposed antenna is much smaller than [71] and [73]

for similar bandwidth. It is much thinner and lighter than

[72] which is a multilayer complex wideband antenna with

Fig. 8 Simulation vs measurement Radiation Pattern cuts for Phi = 0� and Phi = 90� at 24.15 GHz for PP and RO3003
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higher SLL. It overcomes [73] in terms of HPBW for

Phi = 90� while providing very similar G, and SLL. It

outperforms [71] in radiation efficiency, which is key for

wearable devices. It also doubles the gain and triples the

radiation efficiency of a paper based eco-friendly design

[74] which is less robust and technologically advantageous

(due to multi-layered design). It provides double gain than

[75] while providing lower SLL.

7 Conclusions

A flexible, compact, low-cost, 1 9 10 series-fed array

antenna on PP with suitable Gain, SLL and HPBW for

collision avoidance radar applications in the

24.05–24.25 GHz is achieved.

The reduced FTBR, the high radiation efficiency as well

as the resulting outline dimensions and flexibility, probe

the antenna suitability for wearable applications.

Fig. 9 Measurement set-up and

S11 (dB) results for the array

antenna on PP under flat and

bent conditions: a set-up for flat

conditions, b using a mauve

foam cylinder of radius

R = 30 mm and c red foam

cylinder of radius

R = 22.5 mm; d measurement

results (Color figure online)
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It has been shown that PP can be used to manufacture

antennas in the 24 GHz mm band with conventional

techniques. Moreover, its eco-friendliness reduces the

environmental footprint of electronic devices and paves the

way to circular economy.
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Table 5 Size, relative dielectric

permittivity, bandwidth and

impedance matching

Ref. Elements Size (mm3) er BW (GHz) BW (%) S11 (dB)

[59] 1 9 8 89 9 21.5 9 0.254 3.66 0.25 1.0 -20

[60] 6 9 8 50 9 59 9 0.254 3.66 0.25 1.0 –

[61] 1 9 4 60 9 30 9 1.6 4.4 2.9 12 - 23

[62] 12 9 1 9 8 135 9 58.7 9 0.254 3.6 0.65 2.7 - 20

[63] 1 9 6 47.2 9 34.4 9 0.81 3.38 1.5 6.9 - 30

[64] 1 9 4 23.9 9 14.4 9 0.203 3.38 16 49.7

[64] 1 9 6 67 9 16.5 9 0.254 3.48 0.40 1.5 - 12

[66] 8 9 8 50 9 50 9 0.754 3.66 1.5 6.3 - 27

[67] 2 9 8 74.9 9 74.9 9 3.3 – 0.2 1.0 - 8

[68] 2 9 2 29 9 21 9 0.254 3.48 0.51 2.1 - 35

[69] 1 9 5 90 9 25 9 0.203 3.55 0.39 1.6 - 25

[70] 2 9 1 26.7 9 20.4 9 0.8 3.0 1.71 7.1 - 45

[71] 2 9 24 230 9 31 9 0.254 2.17 0.39 1.6 - 20

[72] 4 9 4 24 9 21 9 43.3 2.2 2.75 11.7 - 38

[73] 1 9 10 160 9 43.2 9 0.5 2.3 0.32 1.3 - 20

[74] 2 9 2 20 9 20 9 0.68 2.9 2.0 8.3 - 35

[75] 1 9 6 32.4 9 15 9 1.016 2.2 2 8.0 - 28

This work on PP 1 9 10 98.7 9 14.4 9 0.52 2.2 0.28 1.2 - 25

Table 6 Radiation properties

Ref. G (dBi) g (%) SLL (dB) u = 0� HPBW (�) u = 0� SLL (dB) u = 90� HPBW (�) u = 90�

[59] 12.2 58.8 - 29.4 14 - 28.2 75

[60] 20.6 – - 18 19.2 - 19 12.2

[61] 9.7 – – – – –

[62] 24.2 – - 23 12.5 - 23 5.6

[63] 9.5 – - 25 80 - 12 90

[64] 9.12 – - 15 24 – 187

[65] 13 – - 26 17.5 – –

[66] 20.9 – - 21 15 - 22 28

[67] 17 – - 20 12 - 20 50

[68] 10.4 – – 58.5 – 47.5

[69] 11 – 2 20 82 - 10 17

[70] 9.2 99 2 20 60 - 10 30

[71] 21.7 60 - 21 3.6 - 21 46

[72] 20.6 88 - 15 15 - 15 15

[73] 17 – - 18 8.2 - 18 80

[74] 7.4 35 – 54 - 25 48

[75] 8 – - 10 60 - 20 30

This work on PP 16.8 91 - 18 9.2 - 25 64
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